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Abstract: This paper aims to identify to what extent artificial intelligence (AI) is
biologically limited and to launch a debate on the issue of overcoming these limita-
tions. To achieve our goal, we utilized a qualitative research methodology framework,
providing an in-depth analysis of AI limitations formulated by prominent scholars
within this field of specialization. We found that the biological boundary imposes a
double limitation on AI, both from a gnoseological perspective and from a techno-
logical perspective. This twofold limitation of AI underpins the idea that as long as
the biological cannot be understood, formalized, and imitated, we will not be able
to develop technologies that mimic it. By adopting an original approach, our re-
search paper focused on mapping out the twofold limitation of the biological with
reference to the success of AI. Special attention was paid to the motivational analysis
of this limitation in terms of human existence, the opportunity and utility to cre-
ate artificial intelligences as superior to the human-like condition. We have opened
the door for future debates on the need to decode cellular communication by under-
standing and developing a natural language of the living cell (N2LC). Based on the
present research, we proposed that within the current technological context, biological
computers (biocomputing) could represent a so-called invisible hand outstretched by
biological systems towards AI.
Keywords: Biological computer, super-AI-slices, technological singularity; limits of
artificial intelligence, natural language of the living cell (N2LC).
1 Introduction
Nowadays society is dominated by technology [2, 27, 35], communications,and interaction
(analog and/or digital) between different chaotic systems [25], which are sometimes too compli-
cated [1,38]. Change is essential [4,7,24,33,44] in our society. As we currently find ourselves at
the end of the 801st Tofler lifetime [50], further predictions are being made about how society
will develop in terms of technology in the following Toflerian lifetime. One of these predictions,
advocated by Ray Kurzweil [30], is that in 2045, human society will reach the point where "the
accelerated technological progress will overcome the human ability to understand, evaluate, and
control all of its consequences, and when the non-biological intelligence created in that year will
Copyright ©2019 CC BY-NC
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be a billion times stronger than human intelligence today" [53]. This technological stage, men-
tioned by Kurzweil [30] and other field-related specialists [57], is referred to as the technological
singularity, which translates into technological simplicity with artificial intelligence (AI).
The term technological singularity—put forward by A. Turing [18, 53, 54] in the middle
of the 20th century, just before the launching of the AI concept—has played a central role
in maximizing profits within various industry and business sectors. The focus on technology
simplification imposed by technological singularity has been taken over by artificial intelligence
that intersects with genomics and synthetic biology [45], hence placing the biological system as
a key element of the future great computing platform [37]. As highlighted by Gartner [8,12], AI
has become the core of new technologies, motivating the need to identify AI limitations in order
to avoid and even overcome them.
Embarking to highlight the central role of the biological system in the success of artificial
intelligence systems, the present paper aims to identify to what extent the biological system
stands as a technological limitation of AI.
2 Methodological issues
To reach the goal set in the present research study, we set out to identify those AI limitations
governed by the nature of the imitation of the biological system (brain-body-behavior), hence
formulating the following research question: To what extent is the biological system limit for AI?
To obtain an answer to this question, we mainly utilized a qualitative approach, since throughout
time various reliable approaches have already been created with regard to the limits of AI, which
made our mission easier. Under the circumstances, we carried out an in-depth retrospective
analysis via a meta-analysis [61] of the opinions expressed by prestigious authors within this
field of specialization, i.e: Hubert L. Dreyfus, the author of What computers can’t do; Jacob
T. Schwartz, mathematician, computer scientist, former professor of computer science at New
York University, creator of mathematical and computer theories, and author of Technical Report
# 212 of March 1986 on AI Limits; Donald Norman, cognitive scientist; Gordon Bell, senior
researcher at Microsoft and computer industry consultant; James N. Gray, specialist in database
and transaction processing computer systems; Franz L. Alt, former president of the ACM; Paul
W. Abrahams, consulting computer scientist and former president of the ACM; experts invited
by Denning and Metcalfe [13] to put forward their views in the volume Beyond Calculation:
The Next fifty year in computing ; Max Lungarella, Fumiya Iida, Josh C. Bongard, and Rolf
Pfeifer, authors of numerous AI research studies and projects and coordinators of the proceeding
volume, 50 Years of Artificial Intelligence. Essays Dedicated to the 50th Anniversary of Artificial
Intelligence framing the limitations of AI in the 21st century - With Historical Reflections [34].
Figure 1 illustrates the scope of our meta-analysis for the first 50 years following the launch of
the AI concept, as well as references to the predictions launched by the selected authors.
Figure 1: The meta-analysis of the timeline for AI limits
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To design and develop our approach, we departed from the outline of the main AI milestones,
as well as the initial goals as imagined by the visionary parents of AI. To extract those limitations
imposed by the formalization and production of biological-type phenomena, we have undertaken a
retrospective analysis of AI limitations as formulated by the selected authors. Having framed the
above-mentioned limitations, we went a step further, highlighting their similarities to biological
entities in order to establish to what extent such limitations impose actual limitations on AI. We
underpinned our research enquiry with systematic implementation of a hybrid approach between
biological entities and computers [41] to finally formulate some predictions with regard to what
is within the reach of AI and what is not until the technological singularity is attained in our
society.
Figure 2: The research modeling stages
The overall approach of our research designed to achieve the goal set is outlined in Figure
2.
3 Artificial intelligence: a short history and its original goals
Humans have constantly resorted to technology to achieve goals with the interest of survival
and controlling the others. Defined as the scientific study (logos from λo´γoς [Gk]) of crafts-
manship (techne from τ ε´χνη [Gk]), technology has dominated the last 10,000 years of human
existence [30] and been the catalyst for the leap from one technological era to the next, including
the current era of cybernetics, which was marked by the launch of the first electronic computer
in 1946 (ENIAC-Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer). In the first decade of the
cyber revolution, the idea of technological intelligence emerged with the launch of the concept
of artificial intelligence at the 1956 Dartmouth Conference, a concept suggested by John Mc-
Carthy to his colleagues Marvin Minsky, Allen Newell, Claude Shannon, Herbert Simon, Oliver
Selfridge, and Ray Solomonoff [34]. The concept itself was the scientific response to science
fiction ideas [53], which included Elektro and Sparko at the 1939 World’s Fair; Isaac Asimov’s
Three Laws of Robotics published in the May 1941 issue of Astounding Science Fiction; the 1950
novel I, Robot, written by I. Asimov; and A. Turing’s test in 1951 to answer the question "Can
machines think?".
Newell, Shaw, and Simon’s validation of 38 of the 52 Theorems of the Principia Mathematica
by means of the Logic Theorist software; the 1958 launch of LISP (the first language of AI) by
John McCarthy; the launch of the General Problem Solver in 1959 by Newell, Shaw, and Simon
to solve complex problems, such as the missionaries and cannibals scenario; the publishing of the
article "Pattern Recognition by Machine" by Selfridge and Neisser [47]; and the development,
between 1959 and 1962, by J. McCarthy and his students at MIT of the first credible chess game
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software, known as A Chess Playing Program for the IBM 7090 Computer, are a few concrete
landmarks on the Phase I timeline of AI (1957-1962), as delineated by Dreyfus [15]. Shadowed
by the highly interesting achievements carried out during Phase I, the following five years (1963-
1968), framed by Dreyfus [15] as Phase II of AI, seem to be less spectacular in reaching further AI
objectives such as the simulation of human behavior (particularly in relation to what the human
brain can do), highlighting the fact that progress in AI has not been exciting or spectacular [51]
and that the following years’ predictions (after 1968) are not bright [26]. This view of limited
achievements in AI is also shared by Schwartz [46], who adopts the perspective put forward by
Dreyfus [15] and highlights that even after 14 years, AI faces "very limited success in particular
areas, followed immediately by failure to reach the broader goals at which these initial successes
seem at first to hint", motivated in particular by the technological limitations at the time of
analysis.
Even 50 years after the term Artificial Intelligence was launched, at the July 2006 Conference
in Monte Verita (Ascona, Switzerland), Lungarella, Iida, Bongard, and Pfeifer [34] mentioned the
shared opinion of fellow researchers that AI is far from approaching the goals originally set by the
first generation of AI visionaries, whereas natural intelligence is still far from being understood.
Over the last decade, and especially after 2013, an increasing number of organizational
studies and reports have been registered, focusing mainly on digital economy-related industries.
When accessing the Gartner.com platform, in a simple search for artificial intelligence, AI,
intelligent, automation, and robot for the year 2018, we got 1358 entries, of which the content
analysis would indicate that the first 427 entries (i.e. 31.44%) have one or more of the requested
keywords in their headline.
Setting out to analyze the newsletters received from McKinsey & Company, we carried out
an analytical study to validate the information explosion trend in terms of the usability of AI
applications in the organizational field. Thus, based on 1189 newsletters received from McKinsey
between 2014 and 2018, we developed our investigation for each year and set as query parameters
the same keywords as in the Gartner.com analysis, i.e. in the title (subject) and summary.
Table 1 indicates the synthesis of our newsletter queries for 2014-2018 by keywords (title
and/or summary), and Figure 3 illustrates the values reported in Table 1. According to our anal-
ysis, by April 26, 2017 there were no query titles (Subj.) directly querying artificial intelligence
or AI. The situation changed radically after April 27, 2017, when we found that there were 42
pieces of information in which artificial intelligence and AI appeared both in the title and the
summary of the investigated information. It is important to note that a McKinsey newsletter
can include from one to ten independent notices in which keywords appear either in the summary
or in the title and summary. Considering only the newsletter content, we found that after April
27, 2017, the use of the terms selected either in the title or in the title and summary increased
from 32 entries in 2014-2017a to 237 entries between 2017a -2018, which means an increase of
877% after April 26, 2017.
Consequently, for both the Gartner and McKinsey data processed in relation to the reports,
research studies, and surveys about technological trends at the societal level, we marked out an
industry-oriented expansion of applied AI theoretical concepts to solve practical issues in order
to simplify problem solving and/or replace individuals from various processes. In addition, our
organizational analysis registered the occurrence of an inflection point on April 27, 2017, at
which time it can be seen that the McKinsey reports focused on the technological expansion of
intelligent applications in different industries. This is in fact another argument, an obvious proof
of the social view in favor of complexity simplification via the instruments of artificial intelligence
on the way towards the technological singularity.
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Table 1: Synthesis of McKinsey Queries
Total 2014 2015 2016 2017a 2017 2018
Artificial Intelligence (KW ) 7 6 0 0 21 48
Artificial intelligence (Subj.) 0 0 0 0 5 11
AI (KW ) 0 0 0 0 21 56
AI: (Subj.) 0 0 0 0 2 16
Robot (KW ) 2 0 1 2 9 6
Robot: (Subj.) 1 0 1 0 1 2
Automation (KW ) 2 1 1 3 31 33
Automation: (Subj.) 2 1 1 3 10 11
Intelligent (KW ) 0 0 0 2 3 4
Intelligent: (Subj.) 0 0 0 1 1 1
Legend: KW=Key words (Subject+Summary); Subj.=Subject; 2017a: until April 26 2017.
4 The limits of AI in time — a meta-analysis
According to economic theory, every technological revolution is emphasized by the emer-
gence of a new production factor that triggers the concrete manifestation of the new technological
age. Under the circumstances, Tapscott [49] has labeled the current economy the digital econ-
omy, stating the significant contribution of information to the creation of GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) as a specific factor in the cybernetics era [59]. From a societal perspective, Tapscott
records an accelerated transition of human society from the industrial society of the early twen-
tieth century to the Internet-dominated post-industrial society and digital technologies specific
to the late twentieth century.
In terms of artificial intelligence as a digital technology of the 21st century, our research
study aimed to pinpoint the main landmarks as highlighted by the AI visionary parents from its
very beginning and analyze to what extent these limitations have been preserved over time and
how they influence the evolution of this field of specialization.
In essence, AI was seen as an attempt to build systems with human-like or even super-human
capacities in certain domains [60], traditionally considered closely related to the human mind. In
this endeavor, in order to better understand their target, the pioneers of AI were keen to discover
how the human brain functions. Originally considered a meat machine by M. Minsky in the late
1960s, two decades later the human brain was characterized by Schwartz [46] as a biochemical
computer. Without actually defining the human brain, P.W. Abrahams [1], a former student of
M. Minsky at MIT, postulated in his essay "The World Without Work" that the human brain is
a target that is hard to understand and mimic using artificial intelligence. The author compares
the human brain to the Moon towards which the Earthlings have set out to build a tower, but
no matter how hard they work to raise it, it is still not enough compared to the Earth-Moon
distance.
4.1 AI limitations according to Hubert L. Dreyfus
In his 1972 work entitled What Computers Can’t Do, Hubert L. Dreyfus carried out a critical
analysis of what AI managed to do or not with regard to the expectations postulated by the
AI visionary parents during 1956-1972. As illustrated in Figure 1, Dreyfus’s [15] answer to the
book title question, What Computers Can’t Do, formulated from a critical perspective on AI,
explicitly mentions in the conclusion the limits of artificial intelligence.
Dreyfus [15] explained what computers cannot yet do due to technological limits even with
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Figure 3: A graphical representation of the organizational explosion of the AI keywords
the creation of equipment capable of huge performances with up to 101010 states (Dreyfus’s
number). He referred to the limitations of processes of informational formalization in the brain
and the body, and, additionally, the limits of human behavior formalization (for which there are
sometimes no rules), as well as the limitation of the formalization of the non-material aspect
of the human soul (immaterial soul) inspired by Descartes’ [14] vision and the motives of his
Discourses.
In fact, irrespective of the research hypotheses (tested and untested) formulated by AI titans
such as Minsky, Shannon, Simon, Shaw, Turing, Neumann, McCarthy, Fodor, and Feigenbaum
focused on and connected to ideas and theories of interconnected research areas such as mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, psychology, and philosophy, AI limitations in Dreyfus’s opinion were
centered on two key words: technology and formalization. Dreyfus regarded formalization as
the main limitation, in the sense of the impossibility of heuristic modeling from the biologi-
cal, psychological, ontological, and epistemological perspective of the brain-body-behavior-soul
(SoBrBoBe) grouping in relation to human needs optimization functions.
4.2 AI limitations according to J.T. Schwartz
A state-of-the-art approach to AI limitations was developed by J.T. Schwartz [46], former
computer science professor at New York University. Schwartz analyzed what had been achieved
in the field of AI in the 30 years after the concept release (1956-1986), as illustrated in Figure 1.
Schwartz featured two categories of limitations, namely the limitations imposed by the con-
crete physical and logical issues of artificial intelligences design and those required by the ethical
dimension of their existence. In the first category, Schwartz included a) the fundamental limits
to the constructability of artificial intelligences (AIs), which refers to the (limited) possibilities
of systems designed similarly to the human brain (Br) in performance; b) limits imposed by the
quantitative theory of computational complexity, motivated by the remarkable, but complicated
to simulate, ability of the human brain to manipulate complexity and to reveal it in a simple and
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efficient manner; and c) knowledge-based limitations on AI detailed on three levels: sensors, with
reference to the analysis of images (computer vision) and the analysis of nature; motor control,
modeling of spatial environments, and motion planning; and reasoning, planning, knowledge
representation, and expert systems with reference to graphical searching, predicate systems, ex-
pert systems, knowledge representation, and learning. In the second category of ethical limits,
Schwartz included the fear induced when such systems are out of control, as well as the methods
and rules of human interaction with these systems.
4.3 AI limitations upon the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the ACM
The debates launched in March 1997 on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Associ-
ation for Computing Machinery (ACM) via 20 essays authored by IT experts and specialists [13]
triggered an increased awareness of the technological limitations of artificial intelligence, high-
lighted in a direct or indirect manner by G. Bell, J.N. Gray, D. Norman, F.L. Alt, and P.W.
Abrahams in their works. In fact, these limitations are found in the first section, "Coming
Revolution," as well as the second section, "Computers and Human Identity," of the volume
edited by P.J. Denning (chair of the Computer Science Department in the School of Information
Technology and Engineering at George Mason University) and R. Metcalfe (the inventor of Eth-
ernet technology), i.e. the debates on the predictions launched with reference to the future of
computing.
Bell G. and J.N. Gray: "The Revolution Yet to Happen"
In their chapter "The Revolution, Yet to Happen," G. Bell and J.N. Gray [5] discussed
cyberspace, where information about all real-world physical objects will be found online by
encapsulating it in a chip, leading to fully networked systems. The authors’ prediction for 2047
was that the operating and storage performance of the computer would equal the human brain
(Br) and that the so-called on-a-chip systems, body area networks, and robots would make their
presence felt in cyberspace.
Essentially, Bell and Gray were of the opinion that there was a technological limitation to
the development (understanding, formalizing, and building) of systems capable of human-brain-
like performance that could be overcome by 2047. However, hybrid systems were considered as
immediate solutions (after 2025), in which body area networks (as an intermediary step towards
biological computers or biocomputing) would play a considerable role.
Norman D.: "Why It’s Good That Computers Don’t Work Like the Brain"
"Why It’s Good That Computers Don’t Work Like the Brain" is the chapter [41] where
psychologist Donald Norman (keen on both human and computer behavior) adopted a positive
approach to the differences between the individual, as an intelligent, unpredictable, robust,
relatively error-insensitive, and redundant being, and the computer (including robots) as an
abstract, linear, consistent, rational, and precise machine. This mirror characterization reflects
the irrefutable limits of artificial intelligence. Norman is of the opinion that computers and robots
will never come to mimic or surpass people, and that due to technology, the human species is
condemned to an ever-growing complexity, which will lead to a continued loss of privacy and
freedom of action. Within this context, the technological limitation of computers (including
artificial intelligence) compared to the human brain is decided from the concept, design, and
realization stages, since we place into discussion two totally different entities, namely the human
brain (Br)— the result of an evolution marked by continuous adaptations and interactions over
millions of years, where the natural selection criterion was that of survival of the species —
and computer technology, which is limited in terms of its the evolution over time (little over 50
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years at the date of the author’s analysis) as well as its design and development by reference to
efficiency optimization functions and computational algorithms.
Norman was categorical and clearly stated that a computer would not be able to mimic or
surpass people. The solution recommended by the author to overcome this technological limita-
tion envisages the human-computer relationship seen as an interaction between cooperative and
even hybrid systems towards the development of the so-called biological computer.
Alt F.L.: "End-Running Human Intelligence"
The marked difference between human intelligence and artificial intelligence is also shared
by F.L. Alt [3] in his chapter "End-Running Human Intelligence." The author features sev-
eral domains where AI las proven to be less successful, such as "chess playing, legal problems,
medical diagnosis, weather prediction, public opinion surveys, and the understanding of natural
language."
Some limitations identified by Alt are already outdated at present, proving that AI has made
remarkable progress over the past two decades.
Abrahams P.W.: "A World Without Work"
Disappointed with the failure to meet the goals he had predicted during AI’s debut in the
late 1950s and early 1960s when he was M. Minsky’s student at MIT, 40 years later, P.W.
Abrahams [1], in his chapter "A World Without Work," outlined some of the most important
AI failures, including not having met the goal set by Japan in the Fifth Generation Computer
Project, despite the contemporary appreciations of Feigenbaum and McCorduck back in 1983 [22],
and the cultural and emotional limitations of robots’ interactions with human subjects in the
field of service provision (such as telephone services, taxi services, and cuisine). For example,
with regard to the interaction with human subjects, Abrahams added one of the most challenging
limits, i.e. the inability to feel the same type of love for a robot as for a person, or even the
same intensity of sexual attraction (even if 20 years later this limitation seems to be somewhat
conceptually overcome via conferences on topics such Love and Sex with Robots, LSR 2016 and
the special issue "Love and Sex with Robot" in the Robotics journal [62]). Towards the end
of his chapter, Abrahams launched a series of rhetorical questions to highlight AI behavioral
limitations in comparison with the biological system (BrBoBe), as well as various aspects with
regard to the utility of intelligent humanoid machine design. Among such rhetorical questions, we
identified those related to the capability of intelligent humanoid machines to engage in activities
or situations specific to humans, such as eating, bleeding, dying, procreating, and the feeling of
pleasure or pain. Moving a step towards an affirmative answer related to procreation, Abrahams
wondered if robot children would be subject to the same ethical imperatives specific to our
children? Could the robots be treated like slaves without any compassion? And what would
then be the reason for designing robots, apart from intellectual curiosity and desire for power,
provided that humans can easily create people and do so with pleasure? We considered that
all these questions, which are difficult to answer, impose the limitations of AI as a form of
manifestation and level of development. In addition, Abrahams also drew societal boundaries
(including ethical ones) in the sense that robots cannot succeed in creating a better world than
the one people created on their own, even if robots undertook all social/economic tasks and
overcame different cultural, racial, and religious differences. Consequently, the role assigned
to intelligent computers is to complement the individual in his/her actions, such as managing,
exploiting, recovering, and recycling the planet’s limited resources.
Abrahams’ approach encompasses both constructivist limitations, which involve the
understanding-formalization-construction process, and behavioral limitations (including feelings,
states, and manifestations specific to humans) as well ethical ones. Abrahams’ recommendation
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was to create systems assigned to humans (living systems) similar to those put forward by D.
Norman in his chapter.
4.4 AI limitations on the 50th anniversary of the concept launch
On July 9-14, 2006, AI specialists attending the 50th Anniversary Summit of AI, held
at Centro Stefano Franscini, Monte Verita, Ascona, Switzerland, celebrated 50 years since the
term artificial intelligence was launched. Although the summit agenda listed the launch of
speculations about the future of AI, we found that no actual limits were discussed, but rather the
challenges and development directions applicable in different areas. Lungarella, Iida, Bongard,
and Pfeifer [34] wrote "AI in the 21st Century - With Historical Reflections", as forward-thinking
paper showing the evident advantage to having obtained a clear picture of the stage reached by AI
in the first 50 years since its launch, and to having synthesized in a prudent manner expectation
forecasts for the next 25-50 years. We shared the same motivation to have selected this paper
for our meta-analysis timeline.
In the first decade of the 21st century, Lungarella et al. [34] stated that there was still
a technological limitation imposed by the fact that natural intelligence (the topic of behavioral
emulation by artificial intelligences) was "far from being understood", saying that the "basic the-
ories of natural intelligence are lacking" while "artificial forms of intelligence are still much more
primitive than natural ones". Thus, the authors insisted on the limitation of the understanding
and the conceptual formalization of the biological system (the brain-body-environment triplet)
within the constrained limitations still imposed by a rudimentary and unavailable technology.
This overview of conceptual and technological limitations was articulated amid the paradigm
shift in the stated purpose of artificial intelligence. Thus, if intelligence was initially thought
to be located in a box in the human brain (Br), after 2000, a novel perspective focused on the
distributed intelligence located throughout the whole organism (Bo), which interacts with and
explores the environment (En). In other words, the authors endorsed the paradigm shift from a
computational approach to an embodied perspective.
5 The result is a biological limitation
Following our meta-analysis of the main limitation-related views put forward by Dreyfus,
Schwartz, Norman, Bell, Gray, Abrahams, Lungarella, Iida, Bongard, and Pfeifer, we synthesized
a series of methodological assertions to highlight the essence of AI limitations.
The first methodological assertion, based on the limitations of AI as formulated by Dreyfus,
states the existence of a technological limitation to building systems with huge performances
(101010 states, a value that even today does not work), which is a performance with which
the biological system is indirectly credited via the brain-body binomial (BrBo), complemented
by the individual’s inability to achieve complete self-understanding and the formalization of
his/herbehavior (Be) and soul (So) as a manifestation of the whole SoBrBoBe.
Departing from the AI limitations as formulated by Schwartz, we extracted the second
methodological assertion, namely the existence of a concomitant limitation of scientific and
technological knowledge in constructing artificial intelligences similar to the human brain (Br)
in terms of its remarkable ability to manipulate and reveal complexity in various AI applied
domains, to which ethical limitations of the biological interaction (BrBoBe) are added. We
noted that Schwartz focused on the biological component (BrBo) of AI limitations, which cannot
yet be understood or formalized so as to design AIs.
The experts summoned by Dening and Metcalfe [13] as contributors to the anniversary
volume of the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the ACM clearly identified a series of in-
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teresting AI limitations, from which we extracted the third methodological assertion to identify
the technological limitation in system designs (computers) that mimic or surpass people [41] in
their behavior regarding survival, feelings, moods, and manifestations within a lack of utility
context [1]. In essence, the proper design involves the understanding and formalization of the
biological system (BrBoBe), and the authors endorse this as a possible solution to the design of
cooperative systems based on human-computer [1] interaction, hybrid body area networks [5],
and the development of the biological computer [41].
The fourth methodological assertion, extracted from the AI limitations identified by Lun-
garella, Iida, Bongard, and Pfeifer [34], consists of the lack of basic theories with regard to what
natural intelligence is as the subject of AI emulation and the continued existence of a limitation
of the understanding and formalization of the biological system (BrBo) in the interaction with
and exploration of the environment (En). Essentially, it is a reformulation of human behavior
(Be) with the interaction with and biological exploration (BrBo) of the environment (En) that
forms the BrBoEn triplet, while the biological system (BrBo) is still largely unknown.
By examining the four methodological assertions, we found that the biological represents
a common and important limitation of AI, hence it must be first understood, then formalized,
and finally imitated by technology. As long as the biological cannot be understood, formalized,
and imitated, we will not be able to develop technologies that can mimic it. Surface imitation of
natural intelligence can only lead to superficial results, such as the tower that the earthlings would
propose to build in order to reach the Moon, and no matter how much of it would be built each
day, it would remain insignificant compared to the Earth-Moon distance [1]. Subsequently, we can
say that both the gnoseological and technological boundaries of human beings are automatically
limitations of AI.
All previously mentioned authors investigated the key role of the biological component
in AI limitations by limiting the initial understanding of natural intelligence — in fact, self-
understanding, which must be the premise of success in the theorization and formalization of
natural intelligence and the technological stage in the process of AIs design that mimics the
biological system. In other words, in compliance with the four methodological assertions, all the
limitations identified by Dreyfus, Schwartz, Norman, Bell, Gray, Abrahams, Lungarella, Iida,
Bongard, and Pfeifer are located on the following logical trace: biological − > technology − >
biological − > AI (Bio-Tech-Bio-AI).
We can then explain the logical route Bio-Tech-Bio-AI in the simplest way; the individual is
not capable of self-understanding (the first biological limit) in order to create fundamental theories
of natural intelligence and is still limited in the design and use of appropriate technologies (tools
and materials), technologies that in turn would be used to mimic the biological system (the second
biological limit) in order to design what we should have understood, i.e. artificial intelligences.
Consequently, our meta-analysis, based on the four methodological assertions, highlights
that the biological boundary remains the main limitation of AI, both from a gnoseological per-
spective (due to the impossibility of self-knowledge) and from a technological perspective (given
by the impossibility of formalization, design, and use of technologies — instruments and materi-
als — that imitate natural intelligence). When implying the limitation of the biological systems,
we found that the natural intelligence of the individual is limited from a gnoseological perspec-
tive. The gnoseological and technological limitations fall into a spiral pattern similar to DNA,
in which the two boundaries communicate, but as of yet do not intersect. The above analysis
justifies the conclusion that the human being is still at this moment a double limit for artificial
intelligence.
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6 Current AI records and limitations — futuristic debate
The two limitations — gnoseological and technological — approached as a double limit of
the biological in terms of the success of AI, were analyzed in a direct manner by Norman [41]. In
the attempt to answer "Why It’s Good That Computers Don’t Work Like the Brain", the author
asserted that computers and robots would never come to mimic or surpass people. Accordingly,
Norman advocated the idea of parallelism between the two boundaries, while he identified a
bridge between them through biological computation via a biological computer. Even though
the Merriam-Webster Dictionary notes that the term biological computer (bio computer) was
first used in 1952 in the sense of a "computer that uses components of biological origin (such
molecules of DNA) instead of electrical components", this sense was taken over in 1958 and
Heinz von Foerster [55, 58] created the Biological Computer Laboratory at the Department of
Electrical Engineering, the University of Illinois. It was not until 1997 that Norman endorsed
a fusion-oriented approach (in the sense of merge) between the biological cell and the classical
computer that would lead in the coming years to a hybrid biological computer capable of notable
performance in the applicative field of artificial intelligence. Within the framework of the double
biological limitation highlighted above, corroborated with societal expectations of AI design that
would predominantly replace human activities, we considered it appropriate to continue our
discussion with some promising achievements in recent years as arguments for the success of AI
and launch further questions about future challenges and limitations.
6.1 Some actual evidence of AI
The idea of the biological cell’s assimilation into the future biological computer gives us
biocomputing, a concept used since 1965 [36] as an "application of computer science to biolog-
ical research", though in tandem with the notion of biological computation (not yet defined in
Merriam-Webster’s collegiate dictionary [36]), meaning that a system of neurons, grown biolog-
ically [41] is used to design AIs. If at first the biological computer was defined as a system
of neurons, artificially grown, capable of problem solving via biologically real, brain-like oper-
ations [13], later on we could speak of DNA computers [29, 45] or computers using synthetic
biological components in order to manipulate, store, and retrieve data. As in any technological
field, the field of biological computers is mainly concerned with achieving a stable and reliable
technology. In terms of the understanding and formalization of the biological system and ulti-
mately the development of stable and reliable technologies leading to the development biological
computers, it is worth highlighting some of the most important achievements of the past five
years.
Parallel computation between computers and molecular motors
In the attempt to concretize Norman’s idea of efficiently involving the biological system in
the creation of hybrid systems [41], the complex research team coordinated by Professor Nicolau
of McGill University (Canada), with representatives from the Lund University (Sweden), Molec-
ular Sense Ltd. (UK), Technische Universitat Dresden (Germany), Philips Research and Philips
Innovation Services (The Netherlands), and Linnaeus University (Sweden) [39], obtained in 2016
the "proof of concept" of a computer that operates in parallel using mobile molecular proteins
that exploit a nanotechnology-based network and codes a problem still unsolvable by electronic
computers. In particular, the authors [39] put forward a "parallel-computation approach, which
is based on encoding combinatorial problems into the geometry of a physical network of litho-
graphically defined channels, followed by exploration of the network in a parallel fashion using
a large number of independent agents, with very high energy efficiency." This project, initiated
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by D.V. Nicolau [39], a professor at McGill University, incorporates the development of various
ideas on the design of molecular motors at the micro- and nano-biocomputation level, published
in 2006 in Microelectronic Engineering [40].
Stable storage of digital data in DNA
A practical achievement of great importance in the field of bio computers was the research
study completed in 2016 by Erlich and Zielinski [19], researchers at Columbia University and the
New York Genome Center, who informed the scientific community about a major improvement
in DNA information storage and retrieval when they succeeded in implementing "a new coding
strategy to encode text, images, a movie, and an operating system in 2 megabytes of DNA, and
retrieve it back perfectly in multiple trials" [21]. The two researchers, through their strategy,
managed to store 215 petabytes of data on a single gram of DNA [11].
Biological Computers Inside Living Cells
One of the most striking achievements in the field of bio computers was announced by A.
Green, an engineer at Arizona State University, who informed the public that together with
researchers from Harvard University, they had developed a biological computer "that controls
how cells behave," [28, para. 1] including the construction of biological circuits that behaved
similarly to digital circuits and used the logical operators AND, OR, and NOT to make decisions.
The research team thus managed to create a biological transistor (called a transcriptor), a spe-
cialized computer that could be programmed to monitor and affect the functions of living cells.
To achieve this, the team used DNA that could store up to 455 exabytes of data per gram [28].
Biology: the next great computing platform
Within the last two decades, and particularly after 2012, biology has enjoyed increased
attention from researchers in different areas of specialization. For example, a step forward was
made in the formulation of theories such as the theory of electrodynamic instabilities in biological
cells [32] and the design of specialized sensors for the reception of emotions-on-a-chip [31], towards
the recording of the extracellular neural activity [20], not to mention the continuous-flow biochips
[43], the design of revolutionary gene-editing technologies such as CRISPRs [37], and the design
of nano-biologic computers as reliable alternatives for quantum computers [9, 39]. All these
intersections between AI, genomics, and synthetic biology as highlighted by Rosso [45] will help
specialists turn biology into the next great computing platform [37] of society.
6.2 Futuristic debate and next questions
The topic of AI limitations has always been a sensitive issue for society in general and
for the individual in particular. Following our meta-analysis, we highlighted the importance of
ethical [46] and spiritual or soul-related [15] limitations that are difficult to overcome [48]. To
successfully outline AI limitations, since the individual stands as the double limit meant to secure
the success of AI, motivates us to shed some light on our limits as a species in the universe. In
what follows, we discuss some central topics of reflection on our human-like interaction with AI.
Do we really know our limitations as a species? It is quite obvious that the individual, as
a human, manifests a rather limited understanding and self-understanding. For example, from
an existential perspective, we do not yet know with utmost certainty where we come from and
where we are going on the path of our existence. We cannot yet understand ourselves or explain
and formalize our own intelligence in a credible way, and we do not have yet an explanation of
why humanity displays (at least for now) superior intelligence to the other species on Earth. We
certainly do not know, and there is no clear evidence of our appearance on Earth and which of
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the creationist or evolutionary theories is true [10, 16, 17, 42]. In addition, even if we were to be
given a proof to demonstrate one of the two theories, we would still wonder how this evidence
should be exhibited to be irrefutably credible. Are there temporal, spatial or other limits to our
ability to understand that proof? On this level, the list of questions remains open. The only
certainty is that we have many limitations as a species-that is, we know very little about what
we want to know.
Is it necessary and appropriate to plan the design of such AI that go beyond the human being?
The usefulness of the descriptive truism formulated in the previous question, rounded by the
obvious conclusion that we have many limitations, helps us to clearly understand another aspect:
Someone (from the creationist perspective) or Something (from the evolutionary perspective) has
contributed to our development as a species. Are we able to compete with the Creator or the
Millennia-long evolutionary process in our attempt to design AIs? Should we attempt to do so?
And if yes, are we firmly convinced that we will succeed? And if we succeed, is it prudent for the
human species that these AIs be superior to us in terms of intelligence? It is obvious that the
human has been overcome in many areas by technology, as far as efficiency is concerned [56]. Is it
necessary and opportune that we be overcome by technology and from intelligence perspective?
The positive answer to such a question, correlated with the ethical limitation regarding the
exploitation of these AI as highlighted by Abrahams [1], should encourage a serious reflection on
the future sharing of the exploited and exploiter roles.
How far should AI reach? The answer is simple. As long as the individual has his/her own
gnoseologic and technological limits to which the existential ones are added, AI cannot overcome
us for a very simple reason—we cannot build something we can not formalize, to which we
add our fears and/or pride in relation to a technological entity created by ourselves. However,
biocomputing, bio computers, and DNA computers could lead to the design of AIs that overcome
natural intelligence on certain levels, which means we could talk about the slices of super AI
(super-AI-slices), without the scope to completely overcome the natural intelligence.
Biocomputing—The invisible hand of AI? Fascinated by the secrets of medicine, in an infor-
mal discussion in 2014, we asked the famous surgeon I. Lascar, a professor at the University of
Medicine and Pharmacy in Bucharest, what the secret was to a successful operation. Among the
syntheses and content-related explanations, Professor Lascar pointed out that surgery is assisted,
besides a number of strictly scientific factors, by a so-called invisible hand that contributes to
the success of an operation and which all physicians rely on. In this context, the success of
biocomputing research and development as part of the bio computer could be the catalyst for
leaping to a level of AI that surprises us in terms of intelligent performance and behavior. Cur-
rent achievements, such as the design of the biological transducer; the monitoring, programming,
and behavioral control of the live cell (via logical operations AND, OR, and NOT); and techno-
logical challenges such as the decoding of live cell communication and the future development
of a natural language of living cells (N2LC) used in biocomputing could turn biocomputing into
the invisible hand of biological systems stretched towards artificial systems, especially AI.
All the questions raised in our present paper are aspects of AI boundaries in relation to
natural intelligence, but also future research topics in relation to the following premise: nature
is very simple and efficient in everything she makes [52]. It is very important for us, as humans,
to understand the simplicity of nature in creating biological entities, decoding the biology, and
applying it to communicate via an NLLC to build calm technologies [6, 23] at the societal level.
7 Conclusion
The research study carried out in this paper, motivated by the need to clarify to what extent
technological limitations are based on biological limitations and departing from the methodolog-
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ical assertions extracted via our meta-analysis, highlighted that the biological boundary repre-
sents the main limitation of AI from both a gnoseological and a technological perspective. Thus,
we have come to the conclusion that as long as the biological system cannot be understood,
formalized, and imitated, we will not be able to develop technologies that can mimic it.
We highlighted the double biological limitation as a conclusion of the Bio-Tech-Bio-AI logical
pathway, to which we assigned the results of our meta-analysis with respect to AI limitations as
identified in Dreyfus, Schwartz, Norman, Bell, Gray, Abrahams, Lungarella, Iida, Bongard, and
Pfeifer. We registered on the Bio-Tech-Bio-AI path the inability of the individual regarding self-
understanding the first biological limitation in order to develop theories about natural intelligence,
which induces a limitation on the creation and use of technologies appropriate to the process
of imitation/mimetization of the biological system (the second biological limitation) in order to
design what we should have understood, i.e. artificial intelligences. Within this framework, we
conceptually embraced the gnoseological and technological limitations in a DNA spiral model
through which the two boundaries communicate, but which do not intersect as of yet.
At this stage of human scientific knowledge, as far as the double limitation of AI is concerned,
we highlight that the technological limit is not a mere consequence of the gnoseological limit,
motivated by the fact that from a causal perspective we are talking about the same biological
system which is analyzed at two different moments. At the first moment, the biological system
searches for and does not find the answer to the question "What do we imitate?", while, at a
second moment, the same biological system is looking for the answer to "With what (technology)
do we imitate?". That we have to deal with two limitations resides also from the procedure of
forcible and sequential elimination of one of the two limits, hence reaching the obvious result that
the un-eliminated limit will always be valid. Plainly, if we assume that we were now provided a
wonder technology, we would grow aware that we still do not have an answer to the question of
what to imitate with this technology. Likewise, if we suddenly understood what natural intelli-
gence is, we would find that we do not have at the same time (simultaneously) a technological
solution to imitate natural intelligence. Considering the current level of technological develop-
ment, it is important to understand this dual limitation of AI in order to establish clear and
separate research goals aimed at advancing from both directions to achieve the original goals
assigned to artificial intelligence.
Furthermore, the motivational analysis of AI limitations was supported by our futuristic
discussion structure on three levels. The first level approached via the existentialist dimension,
i.e the perspective of knowing our limitations as a species on Earth, a discussion that ends with
the certainty that humans have numerous limitations and that we know very little about what
we would like to know, alongside a long series of unanswered questions. The second level was
the launching of unanswered questions about the opportunity to design AIs that are superior
to human beings. The third level focused on the usefulness of designing such AIs. Here we
placed into discussion the idea of building super-AI-slices, i.e. those AIs that overcome natural
intelligence in certain directions and that would be more useful at the societal level than a global
artificial intelligence.
Motivated by the outstanding practical achievements of biocomputing, we focused on the
technological challenge of decoding cellular communication through the understanding and de-
velopment of the natural language of the living cell (N2LC), leading to the understanding and
acquisition of novel information needed to monitor, coordinate, and direct cellular behavior, and
we highlighted the topic of the so-called invisible hand outstretched by biocomputing towards
AI.
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